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The Rapture crowd has it all wrong. Them's fightin' words, I know. But hey,
don't shoot the messenger. What if I told you Hal Lindsey ain't got nothin' on
His-Story? I would argue that Hal Lindsey is part of the effort to cover up HisStory. If you are reading this on The Unexpected Cosmology then you probably
already know the Millennial Reign of Yahusha Ha Mashiach is what one might
call hidden history. If you are reading this article on Substack, then you may or
may not be familiar with the concept. Either way, you are here because you are
researching this Q thing and you came across my article which means you are
not afraid of rabbit holes. Are you ready to hop in another one? I promise we’ll
be back in time for tea.
As always, I am going to preface my article by encouraging you to go back and
read the previous ones if you have not already done so. The reason is because in
the past articles I have been laying the foundation for my premise, which is that
Q is part of a Divine Plan, His Plan for removing the tares from the harvest field
at the end of the age. You could call it The Plan. Of course, at some point we
must address the elephant in the room. Are we really at the end? And by the
end, I mean Revelation 20 right around the mid-point of verse 9.
7 And when the thousand years are ended, Satan will be released from his
prison 8 and will come out to deceive the nations that are at the four corners of
the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them for battle; their number is like the
sand of the sea. 9 And they marched up over the broad plain of the earth and
surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city, but fire came down
out of heaven from God and consumed them, 10 and the devil who had
deceived them was thrown into the lake of fire and sulfur where the beast and
the false prophet were, and they will be tormented day and night forever and
ever.
Revelation 20:7-10
Rev 20:7-10: 7 + 10 = 17 (Q)
Rev 20:7-10: 2 + 17 = 19 (Qof)
Rev 20:7-10: 2 + 7 + 1 = 10 (5:5 or UNDERSTAND)

Q Post 4465, Jun 13, 2020 4:17:24 PM EDT
Biblical Times.
Q
4465: 4 + 4 + 6 + 5 = 19
Jun 13 (6/13): 6 + 13 = 19
4:17:24: 17
4:17:24: 4 + 2 + 4 = 10
I can hear the rebuttals now. Of course, we are not at this point yet! What about
the red heifer?! The Rapture has not happened yet! Nor the Great Tribulation!
Nor the 1000 years of peace!
You done? I said we were going to go down a rabbit hole, which means you
need to recognize cognitive dissonance when it rears its ugly head. I am giving
you a choice. You can stop reading now and stay in your comfort zone. Or you
can continue reading and see if anything I present is perhaps new information
that might cause you to reconsider your current eschatology. I did say it was
going to be Biblical, didn't I? Whatever you do, don't take both pills. I cannot be
held responsible for what happens if you do.

You're still here, which means you took the red pill. Good. Let’s see how deep
this rabbit hole goes, shall we?

Deceive The Nations
Q Post 4402, Jun 04, 2020 1:01:13 PM EDT
Demons continue to serve the devil in his attempt to lead the world away from
God and into sin.
Q
Jun 04 (6/4): 6 + 4 = 10 (5:5 or UNDERSTAND)
2020 1:01:13: 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 13 = 19 (Qof)
Whether you are in the dispensational premillennial, historical premillennial,
amillennial, postmillennial, futurist, partial preterist, or full preterist camp, you
can’t escape the fact that after the Millennial Reign of Yahusha Ha Mashiach,
Satan will be loosed, and he will deceive the nations. It says so right there in
Revelation 20 verse 8. That means that at some point in His-Story, there is a
generation that follows the Millennial Kingdom who will be deceived into
thinking that they are not living in the time after the Millennial Kingdom. After
all, if they knew the Millennial Kingdom had happened, they could simply look
at verse 8 and see that there is supposed to be lots of deception going on 'round
here. Therefore, they would not be able to be deceived.
Logical thinking will tell you that to be deceived about this, you would have to
not know the full truth about the generation(s) that preceded yours. That time in
history would have to be hidden from you or distorted. Once that first
generation is deceived, Satan's job is mostly done. It only gets easier from there.
That first generation teaches the next generation and so on. Suddenly in a
relatively short period of time, we have a confirmed nominee to the Supreme

Court of The United States who was nominated specifically because she is a
woman, yet she can't tell you what a woman is.
What if I told you there is evidence of an entire generation being reprogrammed? What if I told you that prior to an entire generation being reprogrammed there is evidence of a worldwide reset event that is not talked
about in our history books? What if I told you there is evidence of an extended
age of peace where all nations were able to build grand and glorious structures
preceding this reset event? What if I told you there is evidence of a different
type of reset event preceding this age of peace? I am going to show you the door
to each of these things one at a time in this article, but I cannot dive too deep
into each one. Otherwise, this would not be an article; it would be a book. You
will have to explore these topics in depth on your own.
I am going to look at the official narrative because in the official narrative we
can find clues. The physical and historical evidence is only a teaser though.
History is hard to decode. Afterall, it is just yesterday's fake news. Buildings
can be destroyed, remodeled, or even moved. Documents can be forged or lost.
Stories that are passed down can be changed. But YHWH's word endures
forever. When I must choose between believing the official narrative or the
Bible, I am choosing the Bible every time. It is the Scriptural evidence that I
really hang my hat on.
We are going to work our way backwards. Kind of like peeling an onion, we
start at the outer layer and work our way in. Also, like peeling an onion, as each
layer is peeled back, the further you get into it, the more of an urge you will
have to cry. But in the end, it will not be tears of sorrow, but tears of joy. Real
eyes realize real lies. Only when you see the lies, can you rejoice in the truth.

How to Re-Program an Entire Generation
How do you re-program an entire generation? Having some sort of reset event
would certainly help. A being as powerful as Satan being released from the pit

might cause some sort of disturbance at the very least. But we are not looking
into the reset event yet. So, hold that thought. Let’s start with the premise that
there was some sort of reset event and we will look more into that next. Right
now, I want to focus on a single generation being re-programmed and what that
might look like.
To re-program an entire generation, it would be helpful to have lots of young
skulls full of mush to work with. Coincidentally, during the mid-late 1800's,
there were lots of orphans, all over the world. In North America, there is a
phenomenon known as Orphan Trains where orphans are being redistributed in
droves. Think Ann of Green Gables. She arrived by train. This is just one story
of hundreds of thousands in North America alone. It was not just a North
American phenomenon either. Orphans were being produced and trafficked all
over the world. Child trafficking was alive and well, sanctioned and even
codified into law by world governments. They were sold into child labor in the
North America, Europe, Africa New Zealand, and Australia. It just so happens
that one of the requirements for taking in one of these orphans was you had
to send them to a state approved school for at least 4 months out of the
year.

It is easy to find the official narrative about these orphan trains and orphanages
around the world. However, does the official narrative hold up to scrutiny? This

does not seem to have the markings of an organic issue. When you zoom out
and look at the big picture, it seems orchestrated and purposeful. The
propaganda was quick to hide what was really going on. Pick any one Charles
Dickens novel, or Victor Hugo, Johanna Spyri, J.M Barrie, Rudyard Kipling,
Charlotte Bronte, or Mark Twain. They churned out novel after novel about
orphans. Did it just so happen that there was a huge demand for orphan centric
literature or perhaps these stories were written to normalize it; to cement it into
people's minds that this is the new normal? Nothing to see here. Remember,
during the 1800's and early 1900's there was no tell-lie-vision with its
programs. Programming of the population at large was done through novels
and newspapers.
Did you ever critically examine the World's Fairs? Suddenly, all around the
world during the late 1800's these World's Fairs were being organized, funded,
and built. They last for about 6 months or so. We are told that each one required
millions of dollars of funding that had to be raised. These massive exhibitions,
up to 700-acre sites, with hundreds of buildings, are built in an extremally short
period of time. And we are not talking tents either. They were putting up
buildings of grand scale and incredible architectural detail. Some buildings are
still standing today. The rest were only "temporary". The problem with the
temporary label is some that were designated as temporary became permanent
after the people made a stink about tearing them down. Which means that the
supposed temporary structures were built in the same method and manner as the
permanent structures; built to last. The fairs themselves do not produce enough
revenue to cover the expense of putting them on, then coincidentally they all
burn down or are purposefully demolished afterwards. Why were the buildings
destroyed? Why were none of the fairs profitable? Were these fairs really built
in the timeframe they say they were built, or were these buildings existing from
a previous civilization and they just needed a few touchup repairs and some
whitewash? Were these fairs used to program an approved narrative about
history and technology into the populace and maybe cover up a previous
civilization/era?

A few of the 200 mostly temporary buildings at the 690-acre 1893 Chicago
World's Fair which was built in 3 years.
Rubbish! You proclaim. There could not have been undiscovered buildings,
towns, or cities from a previous civilization because there were millions of
people flooding west during the 1800s. People would have come across these
structures and the jig would be up! Well, that's just the thing. Ever hear of
the Donner Party? What was the main message to come out of that story? Stick
to the trail! Was it a psyop? Were there really savage Indian tribes riding
around killing settlers? Or were these stories designed to primarily, make sure
those going west stayed together and didn't venture too far off the path, and
secondarily to explain all the military forces who were not protecting settlers
against Indians but herding the re-populators to the proper destinations?
Another interesting coincidence were the many asylums that were founded in
the 1800's. These things were massive. And they were built in the classical

grand architecture style of the old world. Here is an example of that was
one founded in Trenton, New Jersey in 1848 per Wikipedia. Founded is an
interesting word choice. They do not say built. They say founded. Was it built
or was it found and re-purposed into an asylum? The most interesting thing to
me is it was founded in 1848 when the population of Trenton was less than
6,000 people. Really? A town of 6000 people built this? Of course, they do not
say they built it, do they? The intel-net only says it was founded leaving the
reader to assume they built it.

Trenton Psychiatric Hospital, founded in 1848 in a town with a population of
less than 6000 at the time.
Perhaps my favorite example though is the Rockwood Asylum for the
Criminally Insane. Construction began on this Ontario institution in 1859. It is a
beautiful building. Must have taken some skilled laborers to build this
impressive structure. Let's see what the official narrative says about it.

Rockwood Asylum for the Criminally Insane
During the mid-1800’s before the construction of the Rockwood Asylum for the
Criminally Insane, Kingston Penitentiary was overrun with mentally ill and
criminally insane inmates. To solve this problem, The Rockwood Criminal
Lunatic Asylum was built on the shores of Lake Ontario, close to the
penitentiary and built by the prisoners themselves.
…built by the inmates. The mentally ill and criminally insane inmates…

Why the need for so many asylums? Why were they all built in grand old world
style architecture, with incredible detail and beautiful aesthetics? Were
"truthers" of that time silenced by labeling them as insane and locking
them up so their narrative questioning would not spread?
Finally, during the mid-1800's, the dominant eschatology of modern evangelical
Christianity was born; Dispensational Premillennialism. Dispensational
Premillennialism argues that all of Revelation and Matthew 24 (The Olivet
Discourse) are events that are yet to take place. Christians should be on the
lookout for the rise of the Antichrist, The Great Tribulation, manhoppers, the
mark of the beast and manhoppers. Can't forget about the manhoppers. Instead
of being about the business of the kingdom, the church should be expecting to
be rescued out of a world going to hell in a handbasket. In fact, the more the
world burns, the sooner His return! Might as well roll a few tires into the fire,
makes for better smoke. Oh, I almost forgot. In 1885, the Bible was whittled
down to the current 66 books. Interesting number. But I digress.
To recap:
Step 1: Normalize orphans (Charles Dickens, et. Al).
Step 2: Produce lots of orphans.
Step 3: Redistribute the young skulls full of mush far and wide.
Step 4: Make sure they get a state-run education program.
Step 5: Fabricate sensational stories to make sure people stay on the trail when
re-populating the "wild west".
Step 6: Use World's Fairs to hide/explain buildings from previous civilizations
and re-enforce historical narrative.
Step 7: Create a new eschatology to convince Christians to expect and embrace
decline while removing previously agreed upon canonical texts from the Bible
to hide truth.

Step 8: Label anyone who questions the narrative as insane and lock them up.
Re-programming an entire generation? It's that easy.

Satan Released
What would Satan being released from the pit look like? Satan is a very
powerful being. Arguably there might be some kind of disturbance caused by
the release of energy. One might expect to see earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
signs in the heavens, etc. It just so happens that right around the year 1812, all
these things were going on. Tecumseh’s Comet appeared in the sky in 1811 and
was visible for 260 days. A massive earthquake caused the Mississippi River to
run backwards for three days. The Mount Tambora eruption in 1815 resulted
in a massive ash cloud that was estimated to have covered 3/4 of the earth. 1812
was a very strange year.
Then there is this strange phenomenon known as The Mud Flood. Older
buildings everywhere are partially buried. Why is that? The official narrative
says that dirt built up over time because people did not sweep off their front
porch or clean the streets. So instead of sweeping their porch, they let it
accumulate until they needed to turn their second story into the main entrance.
Apparently, they built entire cities with grand buildings but could not bother to
build proper roads and pay for maintenance crews. If you look closely at these
old photos, the thing you notice the most is the contrast. The contrast between
the buildings and the people who supposedly built them.

Massive Incredibly Detailed Structures! Itty-Bitty People with Horse and Buggy
Tech.
There are pictures of entire cities in the mid 1800s which are empty. Empty
cities with muddy streets. Was there some sort of reset event? Could the energy
of Satan being released have caused such an event?

Notice the contrast between regal structures and shacks. A shack you would
expect in a newly formed town. The other buildings you would not. And where
are the people?

You can tell by the shadow of the pole that this is mid-day. Where are all the
people?

Empty Cities, Muddy Streets - All Over the Realm

Empty Cities, Muddy Streets - All Over the Realm

Who took these photographs, and why? Where are all the people?
Does Revelation give us a clue?
15 The serpent poured water like a river out of his mouth after the woman, to
sweep her away with a flood. 16 But the earth came to the help of the woman,
and the earth opened its mouth and swallowed the river that the dragon had
poured from his mouth.
Revelation 12:15-16

What happens when the earth swallows too much water? Soil liquefaction. From
the intel-net: Soil liquefaction occurs when a cohesionless saturated or partially
saturated soil substantially loses strength and stiffness in response to an applied
stress such as shaking during an earthquake or other sudden change in stress
condition, in which material that is ordinarily a solid behaves like a liquid.

Example of Soil Liquefaction
Nonsense! You protest. Satan has not been released yet because he has not been
bound yet. He is not bound until the start of the Millennial Kingdom and Hal
Lindsey says that has not happened yet because we still have not seen the red
heifer or the manhoppers!
28 But if it is by the Spirit of God that I cast out demons, then the kingdom of
God has come upon you. 29 Or how can someone enter a strong man's house

and plunder his goods, unless he first binds the strong man? Then indeed he
may plunder his house.
Matthew 12:28-29
Was Yahusha casting out demons by the Spirit of God (Ruach Ha-Qodesh)?
Yes. Therefore, the kingdom of YHWH has come. Has Yahusha been
plundering the strong man's house? Yes. Then the strong man is bound.
Granted, the kingdom of heaven and the Millennial Kingdom are two different
things. This passage is talking about the kingdom of heaven, I will give you
that. But it is still saying that Satan is already bound. It does not say Satan is
thrown in the bottomless pit. However, we are not to that point yet. First the
strong man is bound. Then his house is plundered. Then he is thrown in the pit.
A thousand years later he is released. Look around you. Does it look like Satan
is still bound? If not, that means he has been released.
18 And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.
Matthew 16:18
What are gates? Are they defensive or offensive? Yahusha says the gates of hell
will not prevail against the onslaught of the church. Does that sound like
victory, or does it sound like the church will not be able to overcome and so will
have to be medevac'd (raptured) out?
18 And Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has
been given to me.
Matthew 28:18
Does "all" mean all or some? It means all, doesn't it? Yeah, that's what I
thought. Does "on earth" mean only spiritual? Is "has been" past tense or future
tense?
25 For he must reign until he has put all his enemies under his feet.

1 Corinthians 15:25
Pretty self-explanatory. If you need to think about it, go ahead.
34 Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away until all these things
take place.
Matthew 24:34
This is in the context of the Olivet Discourse. This generation shall not pass
away until all these things take place. Well, generation in the Greek means race,
you say. Not so. The Greek word “genea”, which means the whole multitude of
men living at the same time, is used, not “genos”, which means race. But I tell
you what, I will accept your false premise for the sake of argument. Even if
"generation" means "race" it still has been fulfilled already. Most people do not
know this, but the Jewish race no longer exists. Go ahead. Read it. I'll wait.
7 Behold, he is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, even those
who pierced him, and all tribes of the earth will wail on account of him. Even
so. Amen.
Revelation 1:7
Now you are going to tell me that this verse is talking about his ascension or
perhaps his resurrection? I thought Revelation was a book about events to take
place in the future? Why is John talking in the future tense? He is coming, not
he came. Even those who pierced him will see him coming with the clouds. It
says what it says. Embrace it.
1 The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave him to show to his servants
the things that must soon take place. He made it known by sending his angel to
his servant John, 2 who bore witness to the word of God and to the testimony of
Jesus Christ, even to all that he saw. 3 Blessed is the one who reads aloud the
words of this prophecy, and blessed are those who hear, and who keep what is
written in it, for the time is near.
Revelation 1:1-3

6 And he said to me, “These words are trustworthy and true. And the Lord, the
God of the spirits of the prophets, has sent his angel to show his servants what
must soon take place.” 7 “And behold, I am coming soon. Blessed is the one
who keeps the words of the prophecy of this book.”
Revelation 22:6-7
Gotta point out a 17 when I see it. 2 + 2 + 6 + 7 = 17
10 And he said to me, “Do not seal up the words of the prophecy of this book,
for the time is near.
Revelation 22:10
20 He who testifies to these things says, “Surely I am coming soon.” Amen.
Come, Lord Jesus!
Revelation 22:20
Revelation starts and ends by emphasizing that these are things that must soon
take place, the time is near, I am coming soon, do not seal up this book for the
time is near, surely I am coming soon. Take all the time you need. If you need
some tea I think I saw a white rabbit run by. I'll ask him if he knows where I can
find some. Be right back…

The rabbit said there is some tea at an un-birthday party just down the way and
we are welcome to have some. Whilst I fetch the tea, take a look at this photo.
We are told it is photographic evidence of an Old-World style building being
built during the late 19th or early 20th century. Looks like they employed a topdown building approach back then. Build the top story first, to include all the
detailed finishes, then work your way down. They probably supported the upper
floor with skyhooks. That would be my guess anyway. The upper floor looks to
be in tippy-top shape. The bottom ones not so much.

The Thousand Years
Imagine a couple hundred years from now someone was reading archived news
articles about COVID-19. They would read about how this was a time of a
terrible pandemic. But then they will look at the death rates and see that there
was no difference between 2020-2021 and 2018-2019. They will also see that
the 2020 election was the most secure in history and Resident Joe Biden got 81
million votes. Remember, history is yesterday's Fake News. When investigating
history, you have to take the official narrative with a really large grain of salt,
perhaps an entire salt bath. Read it but look for clues that raise questions. One or
two unanswered questions is one thing, but when you start getting a lot of
unanswered questions then perhaps it is time to question the narrative itself.
We are presented a narrative by pop culture that the period between
approximately 500 AD and 1500 AD, also known as the Middle Ages, was for
the most part a period of war, poverty, plague and famine. When we think of the
Medieval Period we think of The Crusades, Black Plague, and scenes from
Monty Python and the Quest for the Holy Grail. Thankfully, The Renaissance
and The Enlightenment came along, where mankind transitioned from the
Middle Ages to modernity, rising above that dark time in history and embraced
the light of reason and knowledge. Renaissance means rebirth; to reappear; to
rise again; to be born again. Who or what rose again?
But was the period between 500 AD and 1500 AD really like what modern
entertainment/pop culture tells us? Good thing the intel-net leaves clues.
From Wikipedia:
During the High Middle Ages, which began after 1000, the population of
Europe increased greatly as technological and agricultural innovations
allowed trade to flourish and the Medieval Warm Period climate change
allowed crop yields to increase.
Wait, what?! Climate change? How was that possible without SUVs? But I
digress. Notice it tells us that during the Middle Ages there was technological
and agricultural innovations, flourishing trade, a warm climate, and a great

increase in population. It says this was only happening during the High Middle
Ages, but what if it was more than that? Can we see any evidence of perhaps
this being a longer period, perhaps closer to the entire 1000-year time span of
the Middle Ages? A period of peace, cultural flourishment, prosperity? Is there
any residue left from that time that might be able to give us some more clues?

Who…

built…

these…

beautiful…

detailed…

structures?
In that last photo, can you see the people standing there? Look closely. Closer.
Now compare the people to the doorways and the windows. These structures are
massive, with incredible detail, and they are built to last for centuries, even
millennia. What kind of a people built these structures? How did they build
these structures? Could they have built this during a time of tumult, war, unrest,
and chaos? Or would these structures have required an extended period of peace
to be built?
He shall judge between the nations, and rebuke many people; they shall beat
their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; nation
shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war anymore.
Isaiah 2:4

How did they heat these buildings? It seems like this was not taken into
consideration when they were built. Were they built during a period of moderate
climate year-round with no extreme temperatures or storms? Was the weather
always sunny and 75? Was it always springtime in Florida? For those of you
who don't know, in Florida during the spring, you can pretty much put anything
in the ground, and it will grow.

Do these buildings…

look like…

they had to worry about heating them?

26 And I will make them and the places all around my hill a blessing, and I will
send down the showers in their season; they shall be showers of blessing. 27
And the trees of the field shall yield their fruit, and the earth shall yield its
increase, and they shall be secure in their land. And they shall know that I am
the Lord, when I break the bars of their yoke, and deliver them from the hand of
those who enslaved them.
Ezekiel 34:26-27
The wilderness and the dry land shall be glad;
the desert shall rejoice and blossom like the crocus;
2 it shall blossom abundantly
and rejoice with joy and singing.
The glory of Lebanon shall be given to it,
the majesty of Carmel and Sharon.
They shall see the glory of the Lord,
the majesty of our God.
3 Strengthen the weak hands,
and make firm the feeble knees.
4 Say to those who have an anxious heart,
“Be strong; fear not!
Behold, your God
will come with vengeance,
with the recompense of God.
He will come and save you.”

5 Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened,
and the ears of the deaf unstopped;
6 then shall the lame man leap like a deer,
and the tongue of the mute sing for joy.
For waters break forth in the wilderness,
and streams in the desert;
7 the burning sand shall become a pool,
and the thirsty ground springs of water;
in the haunt of jackals, where they lie down,
the grass shall become reeds and rushes.
Isaiah 35:1-7
And in that day
the mountains shall drip sweet wine,
and the hills shall flow with milk,
and all the streambeds of Judah
shall flow with water;
and a fountain shall come forth from the house of the Lord
and water the Valley of Shittim.
Joel 3:18
Let's talk about indoor plumbing. Many of these structures, which are feats of
engineering, did not have indoor plumbing. They certainly knew how. The

evidence is there with the water gardens, fountains and other features that
required vast complicated plumbing systems. The knowledge of how to do
indoor plumbing was not lost with the fall of Rome. It seems like they simply
decided they did not need indoor plumbing. The Palace of Versailles is a perfect
example of this. We are told that indoor plumbing was finally added during the
18th and 19th centuries. Before then, they had to use chamber pots or other
methods.
One option was of course the major hallways where people would squat in the
dark corners and use as their toilet. At one point, the dauphin and dauphine
were housed in apartments off of the major hallway, and a gate was put up
around their door to ensure people would not use that area as their toilet. Even
worse than poo in the hallways, one Princess d’Harcourt obviously thought she
needed no toilet at all, and just relieved herself while walking! Her dresses were
disgusting, and she always left a trail wherever she walked. Apparently, this
habit was an old French habit.
Seriously?! You are asking us to believe that the same people who built this
incredible building with the amazing infrastructure of plumbed fountains did not
think about indoor plumbing? "No need, we will just poop in the hallways."

Palace of Versailles - When You Have to Choose Between Having Fountains and
Pooping in the Hallway
Or is it more likely that whoever built this did not need toilets because their
resurrected glorified bodies produced no waste and later those that inherited the
structure had to figure out how to add plumbing into the building? This is just
one example of many.
Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, holding in his hand the key to
the bottomless pit and a great chain. 2 And he seized the dragon, that ancient
serpent, who is the devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years, 3 and
threw him into the pit, and shut it and sealed it over him, so that he might not
deceive the nations any longer, until the thousand years were ended. After that
he must be released for a little while.
4 Then I saw thrones, and seated on them were those to whom the authority to
judge was committed. Also I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for

the testimony of Jesus and for the word of God, and those who had not
worshiped the beast or its image and had not received its mark on their
foreheads or their hands. They came to life and reigned with Christ for a
thousand years.
Revelation 20:1-4
40 There are heavenly bodies and earthly bodies, but the glory of the heavenly
is of one kind, and the glory of the earthly is of another. 41 There is one glory of
the sun, and another glory of the moon, and another glory of the stars; for star
differs from star in glory.
42 So is it with the resurrection of the dead. What is sown is perishable; what
is raised is imperishable. 43 It is sown in dishonor; it is raised in glory. It is
sown in weakness; it is raised in power. 44 It is sown a natural body; it is
raised a spiritual body. If there is a natural body, there is also a spiritual body.
1 Corinthians 15:40-44

Fervent Heat
But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the
heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements
shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works that are therein shall
be burned up.
2 Peter 3:10
And the mountains shall be molten under him, and the valleys shall be cleft, as
wax before the fire, and as the waters that are poured down a steep place.
Micah 1:4

Melted?

Melted?

Melted?

Melted?

Melted?

Melted?

Melted?

Melted?

Melted?

Melted?
16 And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face
of Him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb:
17 For the great day of his wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand?
Revelation 6:16-17
Q Post 564, Jan 19, 2018 5:26:08 PM EST
Counter-narrative went out @ 4am to MSM contractors [like clockwork].
Russian bots.
These people are REALLY REALLY STUPID.
Desperation.
Fear.

When does a bird sing?
NOBODY IS SAFE.
NO DEALS.
MSM contractors #Goodbye#
Fight, Fight, Fight.
Q
564, Jan 19: 564 + 1 + 19 = 584
584: 5 + 8 + 4 = 17
5:26:08 PM can be written as 17:26:08
17 + 26 + 08 = 51
5 + 1 = 6 (chapter)
17:26:08
In the progression of time, minutes and seconds: 26:08: 2 + 6 + 8 = 16 (verse)
Comes before hours: 17 (verse)
Revelation 6:16-17

So Where Does That Leave Us?
Are you telling me I missed the Millennial Kingdom?! I am saying I think so
based on the discoveries of the many amazing researchers that I have relied
upon for this article. I have barely scratched the surface, only shown you some
doors. It is now for you to decide whether or not to go through them. But when
you do, you realize everything makes more sense. I hope to going through some
of these doors more in depth in future articles, but I must stop here for now.

We are living in a time when the nations are deceived. That cannot be argued.
Look around you. When you start going through these doors, it becomes all the
more apparent. I have no doubt. Yahusha returned when he said he would
during that generation in judgement. Jerusalem was destroyed during the great
tribulation, such as had not happened before nor shall ever happen again. Later
he ushered in the Millennial Kingdom. The saints who were beheaded were
resurrected and they reigned with him for a thousand years. Satan was loosed
and set out to deceive the nations, to surround the camp of the saints. And here
we are.
But do not despair reader. YHWH has a plan. He is sending His angels to
remove the weeds from the harvest field so that the righteous can shine forth. As
in the days of Noah, so shall it be at the coming of the Son of Man. Who was left
and who was taken in the days of Noah? During The Storm the wicked were
taken and the righteous were left.
37 He answered, “The one who sows the good seed is the Son of Man. 38 The
field is the world, and the good seed is the sons of the kingdom. The weeds
are the sons of the evil one, 39 and the enemy who sowed them is the
devil. The harvest is the end of the age, and the reapers are angels. 40 Just
as the weeds are gathered and burned with fire, so will it be at the end of
the age. 41 The Son of Man will send his angels, and they will gather out of
his kingdom all causes of sin and all law-breakers, 42 and throw them into
the fiery furnace. In that place there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
43 Then the righteous will shine like the sun in the kingdom of their
Father. He who has ears, let him hear.
Matthew 13:37-43
13: The 13 families (illuminati) - sons of the evil one.
3 + 7 + 4 + 3 = 17
37 + 38 + 39 + 40 + 41 + 42 + 43 = 280
2 + 8 + 0 = 10 (5:5 or loud and clear, perfect understanding)

3 + 7 + 3 + 8 + 3 + 9 + 4 + 0 + 4 + 1 + 4 + 2 + 4 + 3 = 55
He who has ears, let him hear.
The Q team either are the angels or they are working with the angels to weed
out the sons of the evil one. Then the righteous will shine forth like the sun in
the kingdom of their Father. The best is yet to come!

7 And when the thousand years are ended, Satan will be released from his
prison 8 and will come out to deceive the nations that are at the four corners of
the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them for battle; their number is like the
sand of the sea. 9 And they marched up over the broad plain of the earth and
surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city, but fire came down out
of heaven from God and consumed them, 10 and the devil who had deceived

them was thrown into the lake of fire and sulfur where the beast and the false
prophet were, and they will be tormented day and night forever and ever.
Revelation 20:7-10
Rev 20:7-10: 7 + 10 = 17 (Q)
Rev 20:7-10: 2 + 17 = 19 (Qof)
Rev 20:7-10: 2 + 7 + 1 = 10 (5:5 or UNDERSTAND)
Q Post 4627, Aug 26, 2020 1:23:33 PM EDT

One party discusses God.
One party discusses Darkness.
One party promotes God.
One party eliminates God.

Symbolism will be their downfall.
The Great Deceiver(s).
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader being Patriotic
[exhibiting National Pride (love of Country)]?
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader 'speak out against' the
riots [violence in the streets]?
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader support those who took
an oath to protect and defend?
When was the last time you witnessed a [D] party leader support and call for
UNITY across our Nation?
ALL ASSETS DEPLOYED.
INFORMATION WARFARE.
INFILTRATION.
DESTRUCTION OF AMERICA.
Have Faith in Humanity.
Have Faith in Yourself.
UNITED WE STAND.
GOD WINS.
Q
4627: 4 + 6 + 2 + 7 = 19
Aug 26 (8/26): 8 + 2 + 6 = 16: Reduces to 7
2020 1:23:33 PM (2020 13:23:33): 2 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 19

19 + 7 + 19 = 45 (Q+)
If you have been paying attention to this kind of thing, you will know that an
account on Truth Social was created on February 9th, 2022, well before the
public opening on February 22, called @q.
Q Post 2677, Feb 09, 2019 3:52:03 PM EST
We never left.
It's time to return publicly.
Q
2677, Feb 09: 2 + 6 + 7 + 7 = 22, Feb 09 = The day Q returned publicly.
The Senior Software Engineer for Truth Social started his account the same day
as the Q account. His handle is "justuseapen" and he has responded to the Q
account at least once. If you have read the Q posts then you know that a pen has
meaning in the Q posts.

Interesting banner @justuseapen has. The Lamb that was slain.

6 And between the throne and the four living creatures and among the elders I
saw a Lamb standing, as though it had been slain, with seven horns and with
seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of God sent out into all the earth.
Revelation 5:6
5 + 6 = 11, reduces to 2
5 x 6 = 30, reduces to 3
2 x 3 = 6 (number of man)
2 + 3 + 6 = 11
Revelation 5:6, 11 x 6 = 66 + 5 = 71
Reverse 71 = 17
The Lamb that was slain. Death was reversed.
The Lamb is now the Lion of the tribe of Judah.
Q Post 4465, Jun 13, 2020 4:17:24 PM EDT
Biblical Times.
Q
4465: 4 + 4 + 6 + 5 = 19 (Qof)
Jun 13 (6/13): 6 + 13 = 19 (Qof)
4:17:24: 17 (Q)
4:17:24: 4 + 2 + 4 = 10 (5:5 loud and clear)
4 + 17 + 24 = 45 (Q+)
Aslan is on the move, and he is bringing Donald J. Trump, the 45th POTUS
(Q+) with him.

Q Post 3440, Jul 17, 2019 10:20:24 PM EDT (truncated)
How many coincidences before mathematically impossible?
For Anons/Patriots.
Q
In case you missed it:
Jul 17, 2019
10:20:24: 10 + 20 + 24 = 54
Reverse 54 = 45
17 = Q
19 = Qof
45 = Q+
How many coincidences before mathematically impossible? ~Q
The enormity of what is coming will SHOCK THE WORLD. ~Q
It's going to be Biblical. ~Q

